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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a rate control algorithm,
which determines the optimal packet scheduling for transmission,
in order to minimize the overall expected distortion. We introduce
a distortion estimation framework, which we use to estimate the
damage that the loss of each single video packet will cause on the
video quality. The packet distortion is estimated separately for
base-layer and enhancement layer packets. We then present an
algorithm to estimate the available rate of the channel based on
RTCP feedback information. Finally, an algorithm to determine
which packets to discard, in order to minimize the overall
distortion while adhering to the estimated rate is described. We
evaluate our algorithm through simulations using FGS layered
MPEG-4 video sequences and show the significant improvements
in video quality that can be achieved using distortion-based rate
shaping.
Index Terms— rate shaping, MPEG-4, rate control, FGS, video
streaming

I. I NTRODUCTION
Packet loss and excessive delays are mainly caused by
congested network links. Each flow should identify congestion
situations and react accordingly by reducing its output rate.
Such flows are denoted as responsive flows, as they react on
congestion indications by implementing a congestion control
algorithm. TCP, as the most popular transport protocol, has a
built-in end-to-end rate control algorithm [1]. TCP adjusts its
rate to changes in network parameters by using an Additive
Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) [2] rate algorithm.
If no packet loss is detected, TCP increases its rate constantly
each round-trip time (additive increase). The sender detects a
packet loss whenever it receives a negative acknowledgment
or if a positive acknowledgment does not arrive during the
packet’s retransmission timeout interval. Upon detecting a
packet loss, the sender halves its sending rate once each RTT
(multiplicative decrease).
During the last decade, TCP’s congestion control algorithm
helped avoiding congestion collapses in the Internet. However,
With multimedia streaming applications getting more popularity, the bandwidth share of UDP becomes larger. In contrast to
TCP, UDP does not implement a congestion control algorithm,
but rather relies on the end-applications to do this. This is
mainly because implementing a congestion control algorithm
is intricate, so that most multimedia streaming applications
avoid implementing it, hence, showing an unresponsive behavior. Such unresponsive flows pose a threat to the long-term
stability of the Internet.
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Overview of the rate control components in video streaming.

The need for a congestion control algorithm, to make greedy
flows (like video streaming applications) more responsive,
becomes evident. Congestion control can be performed in form
of rate control. Rate control can either be probe-based [1] or
equation-based [3]. Probe-based rate control algorithms probe
for available network bandwidth by slowly increasing their
sending rate, when no congestion is detected. When congestion
is detected, the rate control algorithm reduces the sending
rate greatly. Equation-based rate control algorithms use a rate
equation, which is proportional to the observed loss rate and
round trip time, in order to calculate the available bandwidth.
After estimating the available rate, following one of the two
possible algorithms, the rate control algorithm has to constraint
the source output rate accordingly. Rate control for video
streaming applications can be achieved in two forms: rateadaptive encoding or rate shaping. Figure 1 gives an overview
of the rate control components and their interactions.
Rate-adaptive encoding alters video compression parameters
to adjust the output rate of the encoder. Given a target output
bitrate, the encoder tries to achieve lowest distortion at a lower
output rate. Rate-adaptive encoding can only be applied in the
presence of information about the transmission channel. This
is only possible for real-time video streaming applications.
By contrast, rate shaping techniques operate on pre-encoded
video streams to alter their original rate. This makes them
suitable both for real-time and pre-encoded video streaming
applications.
In the following section, we review existing approaches to
comprise rate control in video streaming applications. We then
introduce a distortion optimized rate control technique, that
can be applied at proxy caches to adapt the rate of the video

to the available connection bandwidth of the receiver, while
maximizing video quality.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the following we discuss proposed rate estimation and
shaping algorithms
A. Rate Estimation
Rate estimation can be probe-based or equation-based.
Using a probe-based algorithm, the sender probes the network
for the available bitrate. One class of probe-based algorithms
are the AIMD algorithms. Rejaie et al. [4] proposed an AIMD
algorithm, where the source performs rate adaptation based on
acknowledgments sent by the receivers. Rate adaptations are
performed once per round trip time. When no loss is detected,
the rate is increased linearly. If packet loss is detected, the
sending rate is decreased multiplicatively. In RAP, the rate is
adapted by changing the gap between sending two consecutive
packets. Furthermore, RAP uses a ratio of short-term to longterm averages of RTT to adjust the sending rate, depending
on the variations in the round trip time. Usually a window
is used to determine the number of packets to send in each
rate adaptation period. The window size is either increased or
decreased to mimic TCP behavior.
Bansal and Balakrishnan [5] suggested class of binomial
algorithms, which generalize AIMD algorithms. Binomial
algorithms increase the rate inversely proportional to a power
k window size, and decrease the window size proportional to
a power l of the window size. Both operations are shown in
the following equation.
α
wk
Decrease: w ← w − βw l
Increase: w ← w +

(1)
(2)

To obtain TCP behavior, we set α = 1, k = 0, l = 0, β =
0.5.
Unlike the probe-based algorithms, the model-based rate
estimation operates on the basis of a rate estimation equation.
Typically, the equation used is an estimation of the throughput,
which a TCP flow will achieve under the same network
conditions. The TCP throughput can be estimated following
equation 3 [6].
RT CP =

1.22ps
√
RT T p

(3)

Here, p represents an estimation of the packet loss rate,
RT T is a smoothed exponentially moving average of the
round trip time, and ps is the average packet size. Using
the feedback of the receiver, the sender can estimate its
allowable sending rate. In this way, the video streaming application shows a responsive behavior for congestion indications
and competes fairly with TCP flows. Flows that implement
a model-based rate control algorithm are also denoted as
TCP-friendly flows. The TCP-friendly Rate Control Protocol
(TFRC) [7], uses a more sophisticated equation to estimate
the TCP rate more accurately.

B. Rate Shaping
Rate shaping is applied to compressed video streams to
adjust their rate to the available network bitrate. After the
target bitrate has been determined, a rate shaping algorithm
is applied to determine which portions of the video stream
should be re-encoded or dropped. Different from rate-adaptive
encoding techniques, rate shaping does not require interaction
with the encoder, and can hence be applied to real-time as well
as pre-encoded video streaming. Furthermore, rate shaping
can be applied by the sender, receiver, or by proxy caches
located at intermediate nodes within the network. Rate shaping
can be realized using compression techniques [8] or transport
techniques [9]–[11].
Layer dropping or adding is an example of transportbased rate shaping, where the receiver (or sender) decides
about which layers should be received (resp. transmitted)
according to the target bitrate. Another method to reduce the
rate of compressed video streams uses frame dropping. The
rate control algorithm is able to identify the boundaries of
compressed video frames and drops a frame, whenever the
target rate is exceeded.
An example of compression-based rate shaping, is presented
in [8]. The technique consists of dropping DCT coefficients of
high frequencies to achieve the target rate. Another technique
would re-encode the video stream with higher quantizer steps
or in a different format to achieve the target bitrate. However, compression-based rate shaping techniques are usually
computationally intensive and are usually dismissed for delayconstrained video streaming.
III. PACKET D ISTORTION E STIMATION
Accurate distortion estimation for each single video packet
can be exploited to develop optimal prioritized transmission
schemes. In [12], [13], a statistical model for analyzing error
propagation for predictive encoded video is presented. The
variance of the introduced error signal is considered to be
constant for the same video sequence. Two points of the packet
loss rate-distortion curve are then sufficient to determine the
expected distortion. However, this model cannot be used to
determine the distortion value of each single video packet.
Zhang et al. [14], [15] suggest the pixel-based distortion
estimation of the end-to-end distortion. In their approach,
the expected distortion is calculated for a group of packets
by simulating a subset of the possible loss events under
a given packet loss rate p of the channel. The selected
subset of packet loss events for the group of packets is then
simulated to get exact measures of the resulting distortion.
The distortion estimation for the rest possible loss events is
then derived from the measured values through a firstorder
taylor approximation. This approach involves eminent amount
of calculations to simulate several packet loss events for
each group of packets of the compressed video sequence. In
[16], an alternative distortion estimation algorithm is proposed
by the same authors. The ROPE algorithm is a recursive
estimation algorithm, which estimates the distortion for each
single pixel by tracking its prediction chain and all possible
error concealment decisions. This approach has two major

drawbacks: tracking all the possible decoder outcomes for each
single packet is very hard and requires intensive processing,
and on the other hand the distortion measure does not reflect
the importance of a single packet, since the distortion is not
followed up to the next INTRA refresh rate. It also requires
the availability of the packet loss rate during estimation,
which limits its applicability to the real-time video delivery
applications and by consequence should work under very tight
processing time limits. He et al. [17] propose a simplified
macroblock-based distortion estimation, where the distortion
of a single macroblock is supposed to be a constant fraction of
the distortion of the whole video image. However, experiments
have shown that different packets of the same frame had
different distortion values, since some regions of the video
frame may have a large motion amount, whereas other regions
show little changes to the previous video frame. Hence, it
is important to estimate the distortion of each single packet
taking into account effects of error propagation to succeeding
frames.
A. Distortion estimation for base-layer video packets
In order to estimate the distortion caused by a packet loss,
we have to measure the difference in quality between the
encoded and the concealed region of the video data carried
within that packet. If the packet is received correctly and
in time, the distortion measured will reflect the encoding
distortion (i.e. the quantization error). If, however, the packet
is lost, the decoder will conceal the lost region of the picture
using older data. We assume that the decoder implements
a simple error concealment technique, where a lost region
is replaced by data from the same region in the previous
frame. As a measure for the video quality, we consider using
the widely accepted peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The
distortion of packet P at frame t is then expressed as in
equation 6.
2

(fet (x, y) − fot (x, y))
De (P, t) = −10log(
)
width × height × 2552
(4)
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where fot (x, y), fet (x, y) and fct (x, y) are the luminance values of pixel at position (x, y) at frame t of the original, errorfree, and concealed video sequences respectively. Furthermore,
because of the motion compensation technique, deployed in
all relevant video compression algorithms, the degradation in
video quality may last up to the next INTRA coded frame. This

effect is denoted by error propagation. We then summarize the
distortion of one packet as shown in equation 7,
D(P ) =

n
X
i=0

D(P, t + i)

(7)

n represents the number of frames until the next INTRA frame.
We found out that D(P, t + i), i > 0 can be approximated as
in equation 8,
0

αi
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(8)
where α expresses the attenuation of the error signal over
time, which may be due to the deployment of non-integer
motion compensation or some filtering techniques. DuringPthe preprocessing of the video sequence, the values
of (x,y)∈P (fct (x, y) − fot (x, y))2 − (fet (x, y) − fot (x, y))2
Pheight Pwidth t+i
and y=0
(fe (x, y) − fot+i (x, y))2 are calculated
x=0
for each of the video packets and video frames. This information is transmitted as out-of-band data to the receiver and to
the proxy cache.
B. Distortion Estimation for FGS video packets
In the following, we present an algorithm to estimate the
distortion for enhancement layer video packets in the example
of FGS layered encoding. FGS relies on DCT encoding of the
residue image to produce the enhancement layer. The residue
image is the image built from the difference between an
original video image and its processed image (produced after
encoding and decoding). The FGS enhancement layer encoder
first transforms the residue image using a DCT transform.
It then performs an optional bitplane shift to change the
appearance order of the macroblocks depending on their visual
significance. Thereafter, the encoder makes a search for the
maximal amount of bitplanes for each color component of a
macroblock. At last the bitplanes are variable-length encoded.
The distortion measured in the case where only base layer
video packets is received and in the case where all FGS video
packets are received, are given for frame t in equations 9 and
10 respectively.
height width
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fft (x, y) denotes the value measured at pixel (x, y)t after
base and FGS layer are completely decoded. The enhancement
in video quality, that can be achieved by receiving and
decoding the whole FGS bitstream, is then expressed in the
following equation.
∆ξ(t) = ξFGS (t) − ξBL (t)
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(11)

Similar to the processing done for the base layer, we use
the macroblock coordinates to determine the area covered by
an FGS video packet and calculate the video quality gain for
this specific area. In the following, we denote a packet which
t
belongs to a bitplane i of a frame t by Pm,i
, where m is the
index of that packet. For an area A covered by video packet
t
Pm,i
of video frame t, the gain in video quality in the area,
after full FGS decoding, can be measured as in the following
equation.
t
ξ (A(Pm
)) =
i

P

(x,y)∈A(P t
)
m,i

“

2

(fpt (x,y)−fot (x,y))

2

−(fft (x,y)−fot (x,y))

”

(12)
However, the same area of the video frame is covered
several times, namely at each single bitplane. To estimate
the distortion of a single packet, we have to partition the
quality gain measured for the covered area among the packets
that cover this area at all biplanes. We introduce a distortion
partition model, which partitions the distortion value of an area
among all bitplanes, depending on their significance and size.
We recall that bitplanes are bits taken at different significance
levels of the DCT coefficients of the residue image. This
means that a bit in bitplane 0, which is the most significant
bitplane (MSB), is two times as significant as a bit taken from
bitplane 1. In general, the bits at bitplane bpi are twice as
important as bits at bitplane bpi+1 . On the other hand, the
amount of data present at a bitplane of higher significance is
generally smaller than that of lower significant bitplane. This
is mainly because more detail of the video image is present
in low significance bitplanes. We relate the amount of detail
present in a bitplane to the size of the encoded data of that
bitplane. By consequence, a video packet of larger size has
more detail of the video image than another video packet
of smaller size. A further specificity of FGS layered coding,
is that the video stream is designed to be truncated at any
position. However, the decoder will not be able to recover
from a packet loss and continue decoding the FGS data of the
same video frame. By consequence, if a packet is lost, then
all the following packets of the same frame are useless and
will be discarded at the decoder. We reflect this dependence in
our model by assigning each packet a distortion value equal
to the sum of the quality gain of that packet and all dependent
t
packets of the same FGS frame. For a packet Pn,j
, which
t
depends from a packet Pm,i , we express this dependency by
t
t
a the following notation: Pn,j
⊂ Pm,i
.
We now are able to estimate the distortion value of a single
t
,
packet of the FGS enhancement layer. Given the packet Pm,i
at frame t and that carries data of bitplane i, the distortion
value of this packet is estimated by the following equation,
t
ξ(Pm,i
)
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t
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where maxbps is the number of bitplanes encoded, size(bp i )
is the size of bitplane i, i = 0 is the most significant bitplane,
t
and D(A(Pm,i
)) is the area covered by data of FGS packet
t
Pm,i . All the information needed to estimate the distortion
can be read from the encoded FGS bitstream. To measure the
distortion of the area A of the frame t, we need the original
video image, the decoded BL video image and BL+FGS layer
video image.
The presented model does not take into account the case,
where the video data of the base layer is lost. In that case,
we assume that the encoder will not make use of the FGS
enhancement layer data, since this may cause further damage
to the concealed video image. A clear priority between packets
of the base layer and enhancement layer exists, which should
be taken into account when implementing priority schemes for
video streaming.
IV. R ATE E STIMATION FOR V IDEO D ELIVERY S ERVICES
In this section, we introduce a TCP-friendly rate estimation algorithm, Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease
with Congestion Avoidance (AIMD-CA). AIMD-CA does not
assume synchronous feedback from the receiver. In contrast to
TCP, RTP does not support the acknowledgment of each single
packet received. Instead, RTCP is used to report loss ratio and
delay jitter information to the session participants periodically.
Hence, only coarse grain rate control can be performed. Our
rate estimation algorithm tries to avoid congestion by linearly
reducing the sending rate, when the delay jitter is growing. A
growing delay jitter is assumed to be a congestion notification
and hence congestion avoidance is applied to reduce the rate.
In case packet losses are detected, the algorithm reduces the
1
sending rate multiplicatively by a factor of . A slow-start is
2
avoided, to reduce the oscillations of the output rate. If further
losses during the same round trip time are detected, the rate
remains unchanged, since we assume that the rate reduction
did not show its effects yet. In case no packet loss is detected,
the rate is increased additively by one packet each round
trip time. The algorithm is implemented using a congestion
window, which gives for each round trip time, the amount of
packets to send. The algorithm is summarized as follows.
•

if packet losses are observed, set
cwnd ←

cwnd
2

(15)

under the assumption that
tcurrent − tlast change > RT T
•

2maxbps−1−l size(bpl )

t
)+
ξ(Pm,i

(16)

tlast change is updated accordingly.
if RT Tcur − RT Tlast > (1 + γ)∆last and RT Tcur >
RT Tlast , then we decrease the window size as follows
cwnd ← cwnd − 1

(17)
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Distortion-optimized rate shaping (DORS).
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γ ≥ 0 is used to tune the sensitivity of the algorithm to
changes in the delay jitter. we update the parameters as
follows

•
•

∆last ← RT Tcur − RT Tlast and RT Tlast ← RT Tcur .
(18)
else, the window size is increased linearly as follows
cwnd ← cwnd + 1.
the output rate is then set to be
r = max{cwnd

ps M T U
,
}
RT T RT T

(19)

where ps is the average packet size, RT T is the smoothed
round trip time, and MTU is the path MTU. This should
ensure that at least one packet per round trip time is sent.
V. D ISTORTION -O PTIMIZED R ATE S HAPING
In this section, we introduce a new rate shaping algorithm,
the distortion-optimized rate shaping (DORS) algorithm. The
DORS algorithm performs rate shaping of a compressed video
stream. Given a target bitrate, DORS determines which video
packets should be sent, in order to maximize the perceptual
quality while not exceeding the specified rate. The distortionoptimized rate shaping problem is described in figure 2.
For a given target bitstream BT (t), a total input distortion
DI (t), and an input rate BI (t) at an time t, our goal is to
minimize the introduced distortion DO (t)−DI (t) at an output
rate BO (t) ≤ BT (t).
DORS takes into account the existing error control techniques, like FEC and retransmissions. An algorithm to determine the optimal rate allocation among the data of the base
layer, the enhancement layer video, and the FEC redundancy
packets is presented. Video packets which are retransmitted are
treated as usual base layer data packets, whereas no retransmission is performed for enhancement layer video packets or
FEC redundancy packets.
The DORS algorithm uses a leaky bucket to assure that
the output rate is conformant with the specified target rate.
Figure 3 depicts the leaky bucket mechanism. A leaky bucket
functions in a similar way to a bucket with a hole downside,
which pours fluid at a rate r (if fluid exists inside the bucket).
A leaky bucket is inserted at the output of the flow, which is
to be controlled. The data packets are inserted into the bucket,
which in turn will forward them to the channel transmitter at
the specified target rate. The size of the bucket represents the
maximum amount of fluid that can be inserted into the bucket
without loss. In other words, the size of the bucket reflects
the acceptable burstiness of the traffic. If the incoming data
traffic brings the leaky bucket to overflow, then the excessive

buck et capacity
B

Target Bitrate BT(t)

output rate
R
Fig. 3.

Leaky bucket deployed for rate control.

packets are dropped. Excessive packets are also denoted as
non-conformant packets, since they do conform to the target
rate curve of the flow. The target rate curve of the flow
is specified by the target rate and the permitted burst size.
A bucket underflow takes place when no data packets are
available for transmission in the leaky bucket.
On the other hand, if the leaky bucket capacity is exceeded,
the non-conformant packets are discarded. In general, the nonconformant packets are the packets that were lastly received. In
this work, we propose different packet discarding mechanisms
and compare their performance. In all cases, the leaky bucket
has to keep track of its current size and to be able to read the
size of the incoming packets. A simple comparison operation
(currentsize + packetsize <= maximalcapacity) is then
performed to check if an overflow will occur.
1) Simple Tail Drop Rate Shaping: In the Simple Tail Drop
algorithm, the non-conformant packets, which have caused the
overflow of the leaky bucket, are discarded. Upon receiving
a new packet, the leaky bucket checks if the new packet will
lead to an overflow, if the packet is added to the bucket. If this
is the case, the packet is discarded. If the bucket capacity is
not exceeded by adding the new packet, the packet is inserted
at the tail of the leaky bucket. This mechanism is very simple
and can be implemented easily.
2) Distortion-optimized Rate Shaping (DORS): The DORS
algorithm aims at minimizing the overall distortion in the
perceptual quality. If an overflow is identified, the leaky bucket
minimizes the overall expected distortion by discarding the appropriate packets. This is achieved by solving the optimization
problem described in the following. Let the number of packets
currently present in the leaky bucket be n. We enumerate the
packets by an index from 1 to n. A packet i has a size si
and a distortion value di = D(P ) (calculated according to
the distortion models presented previously). The optimization
problem can then be described by equation 20.

arg min

n
X

x={x1 ,..,xn } i=1

((1 − xi ) × di )

Video Sender

subject to
n
X
i=1

Video Receiver

delay d

(xi × si ) ≤ Starget

(20)
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(
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Fig. 4. Topology used for simulations to compare the different rate estimation
algorithms.

(21)

In other words, we have to minimize the overall distortion
of the discarded packets, while keeping the size of the kept
packets under the specified leaky bucket target size Starget .
∗
∗
∗
The solution of this problem is a vector x = {x1 , .., xn },
which indicates for each packet i if it is to be kept in the leaky
bucket or discarded. We choose Starget to be smaller than
the maximal leaky bucket capacity, so that the optimization
algorithm is not ran each time a new packet is received.
An efficient relaxation, that might be applied to get an
approximation for the solution is the so called linear programming relaxation to reach the Dantzig’s bound [18]. The
approach divides the set of packets into three subsets. The first
subset contains items, which are kept, i.e. xi = 1. The second
subset contains a single item, which is fragmented. Only one
fragment of the item is included. The last subset contains all
items for which xi = 0. We extend this algorithm as follows,
di
1) for each packet i, calculate ri = .
si
2) sort the packets according to their ri values in a descendant manner.
3) start from the packet with the highest rj and set xj = 1.
set C = sj .
4) check for the following packet i if C + si ≤ Starget . If
this is the case set xi = 1 and C ← C + si . If not, then
mark this packet i as the critical item.
5) optionally check for the following packets if they fit into
the left space.
This algorithm can be implemented recursively, in order to
limit the search time. Each time a new packet is added or a
packet is removed from the set of packets, the critical packet
is determined again. If a packet has to be dropped, the search
is performed only for the set of packets, which have a lower
ri than that of the critical packet.
3) Layer-based Distortion-optimized Rate Shaping
(LDORS): The LDORS algorithm is an extension to the
DORS mechanism. In LDORS, the packets are first classified
according to the corresponding video layer of the video
packet. A higher priority is given to the base layer video
packets. In the case of an overflow, the leaky bucket
tries to discard packets from the enhancement layer first.
This is performed using the DORS mechanism over all
enhancement layer packets, with modified target size and
current size parameters. If the overflow still exists after
treating enhancement layer packets, the DORS mechanism
is again applied to the base layer packets. The algorithm is
described as follows.
1) set Sdrop = Scur −Starget , which is the number of bytes
that need to be dropped.

2) set Senh to the size of all enhancement layer packets.
3) if Sdrop < Senh then we perform the DORS on the set
of enhancement layer packets, where the target size for
the optimization is set to Senh − Sdrop .
4) if Sdrop = Senh then we drop all enhancement layer
packets.
5) if Sdrop > Senh then we first drop all enhancement layer
packets. We set Sbase to the total size of the base layer
packets. Then, we perform the DORS on the set of all
base layer packets. The target size for the optimization
is set to Sbase − (Sdrop − Senh ) = Starget .
VI. E VALUATION
In this section we evaluate the proposed rate estimation and
rate shaping algorithms by comparing them to other algorithms. We start by comparing our proposed rate estimation
algorithm AIMD-CA to the class of binomial algorithms and
equation-based rate estimation algorithm. We rely solely on
RTCP feedback to estimate the channel conditions. RTCP
receiver reports are used to estimate the round trip time and
the packet loss rate. For our experiments, we used the ns-2
simulator and the network topology shown in figure 4.
We first measure the fairness ratio, which is the ratio of
video
to TCP throughput


Video Throughput
, of the video connection using different
TCP Throughput
rate estimation algorithms. We varied the delay time d of
the bottleneck link while keeping the bandwidth constant at
400kbps. The video server is sending an FGS layered video
sequence with a total rate of about 400kbps. To adjust the rate,
the video server drops some of the video packets using our
rate shaping algorithm. The results are depicted in figure 5. We
observe that the equation-based rate estimation algorithm is
too aggressive in adjusting the sending rate. TCP connections
get a much higher share of the bottleneck bandwidth than
the video application. The reason for this is the long rate
adaptation period, which is dependent on RTCP feedback.
Binomial algorithms are less friendly than our AIMD-CA
algorithm, and achieve a throughput of about 4 ∼ 8 as that
of the TCP connection. The AIMD-CA algorithm is more
friendly to TCP and achieves a 2 ∼ 4 higher throughput than
that of TCP. We also observe the increase of the throughput
of the video connection for all but the equation-based rate
estimation algorithm with increasing bottleneck delay.
Figure 6 depicts the confidence interval for the AIMDCA algorithm at different bottleneck delays. The variation in
the ratio of video to TCP throughput increases with higher
bottleneck delays. However, the variations are of small range,
which shows that the AIMD-CA algorithm is stable.

Fig. 7.
Fig. 5.

Usage share of bottleneck bandwidth vs. bottleneck delay.

Ratio of video to TCP throughput vs. bottleneck delay.

Fig. 8.
Usage share of bottleneck bandwidth vs. bottleneck delay with
confidence interval for the AIMD-CA algorithm.
Fig. 6. Ratio of video to TCP throughput vs. bottleneck delay with confidence
interval for the AIMD-CA algorithm.
•

In a second simulation, we vary the bandwidth of
the link and measure the bandwidth
usage, which is the


connection throughput
, of the video connection usaverage available bandwidth
ing the different rate estimation algorithms. In this simulation, a single connection is used. We start with a bottleneck
bandwidth of 200kbps, and set the bottleneck bandwidth to
400kbps and then to 100kbps. We also simulated the behavior
of a TCP connection for comparison reasons. Figure 7 shows
the measured bandwidth usage for the different rate estimation
algorithms. The equation-based rate estimation algorithm was
not able to adapt to the bandwidth changes of the bottleneck.
The remaining algorithms achieved a bandwidth usage of
0.7 ∼ 0.9 of the available bottleneck bandwidth. At lower bottleneck delay, TCP achieved higher bandwidth usage. AIMDCA behaved almost independently of the bottleneck delay.
Figure 8 depicts the confidence interval for the bandwidth
usage of the AIMD-CA algorithm for different bottleneck
delays.
We now compare the different rate shaping policies introduced previously. We also consider the case where no rate
shaping is performed. In the first simulation, we varied the
bottleneck delay and started a concurring TCP connection. We
then measured the video quality for the following algorithms,
•

no rate control is performed.

•

•
•

simple tail dropping is performed, where the nonconformant packets are simply dropped.
Layer-based dropping, where tail dropping is first performed on enhancement layer packets, and then on base
layer packets if necessary.
DORS
LDORS

The leaky bucket capacity was set to 10000 Bytes. The same
layered video sequence was used for the simulations. In figure
9, we depict the measured video quality for the different scenarios. The case where no rate control is performed achieved
the highest video quality, but was outperformed by the DORS
algorithm for low bottleneck delays. In the case where no rate
control is performed, the available bandwidth is fully used
by the video connection at the cost of the TCP connection.
However, DORS may still achieve higher video quality, while
being TCP-friendly.
The results have also shown, that distortion-based dropping
is more efficient than the layer-based dropping. DORS outperformed both the layer-based and the LDORS algorithms. The
reason for this, is that some enhancement layer packets are
more important than base layer packets. This fact is ignored
by the layer-based and the LDORS algorithms. Although tail
dropping is the simplest algorithm, it achieved lowest video
quality. Figure 10 shows the 95% confidence interval of the
average video quality for the DORS algorithm.

Fig. 9.

Video quality vs. bottleneck delay.

Fig. 11. Video quality for the different algorithms at bottleneck delay 50ms.

Fig. 12. Video quality vs. maximum burst size with confidence interval for
the DORS algorithm.
Fig. 10. Video quality vs. bottleneck delay with confidence interval for the
DORS algorithm.

Figure 11 depicts the video quality for the different dropping
algorithms for the bottleneck delay of 50 ms. For the case
where no rate control is performed, fluctuation of the achieved
video quality can be observed. DORS achieved a more or
less stable video quality and outperformed all other dropping
algorithms.
We varied the allowable burst size of the leaky bucket and
measured the video quality for the DORS algorithm. The
results are shown in figure 12. The video quality measured
increased with the leaky bucket capacity. Depending on the
playout delay configured at the receiver, higher capacity of
the leaky bucket, which introduces an increasing delay, leads
by consequence to late arrivals for the video packets. The
bottleneck delay was set to 25ms and the playout delay to
1s.
VII. S UMMARY
In this chapter, we discussed the different types of rate
control for video streaming over best-effort networks. We proposed a rate estimation algorithm AIMD-CA, which achieved
TCP friendliness under coarse grain rate adaptation, based on
RTCP feedback. The results have shown the good performance
of AIMD-CA as compared to other rate estimation algorithms.
Based on this rate estimation model, we introduced the DORS
rate shaping algorithm, which determined the packets to send

under a given rate constraint, in order to minimize the overall
distortion. The DORS algorithm is based on a leaky-bucket,
which shapes the video traffic. We deployed the rate shaping
algorithm in a proxy cache close to the receiver, so that the
rate of the video stream is adapted to the channel rate of the
receiver. Significant improvements were achieved in the video
quality as compared to other rate shaping algorithms.
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